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Abstract
 By promoting physical activities and incorporating them into their community-based programs,
 Extension professionals are improving the health of individuals, particularly those with limited
 resources. This article is the third in a three-part series describing the benefits of physical activity for
 human health: (1) biological health benefits of physical activity, (2) mental health benefits of physical
 activity, and (3) recommended amounts of physical activity for optimal health. Each part of the series
 is designed to help Extension professionals effectively integrate physical activity into community
 programs and motivate individuals to maintain an interest in being physically active during and after a
 program.

  

Finding the Right Amount of Physical Activity

In the first two articles in this series, we explored the numerous benefits that physical activity (PA)
 provides for both biological/physical health (Gallaway & Hongu, 2015) and mental health (Gallaway
 & Hongu, 2016). Should Extension professionals, therefore, use their influence to encourage
 members of their communities to be as physically active as possible, in terms of both intensity and
 duration, for optimal health? Generally, more PA leads to more weight loss, but an appropriate
 formula for health is not that simple (Abdel-Hamid et al., 2014). Weight loss is generally an
 excellent goal, considering the nation's obesity epidemic, and Extension professionals have been
 finding effective ways of implementing PA into their programs, along with nutrition, to encourage
 weight loss (Jensen, 2013) and behavior change strategies (Gordon, 2002; Hongu, Kataura, &
 Block, 2011) and to help fight the obesity epidemic (Dunn et al., 2010, 2011). However, caution
 must be employed when encouraging the public to increase levels of PA. Participating in PA at an
 intensity level or for a duration that is not appropriate for one's level of experience can be
 dangerous and harmful. Although Extension professionals certainly should encourage PA, they also
 should explain the potential harmful effects of overexercising so that individuals will be able to find
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 a proper balance of PA that fits their schedules, goals, and baseline fitness levels.

Fitness Versus Health

It is a fairly simple concept that the more PA we do, the more "in shape" we become, particularly if
 we do specific exercises designed to improve different aspects of our physical fitness, such as
 running for cardiorespiratory fitness or weight lifting for muscular strength. Physical fitness has
 been defined as measurable attributes that relate to the ability to perform physical activity
 (Caspersen, Powell, & Christenson, 1985). This meaning generally has been used as the standard
 health-related definition for the past 30 years. But is being physically fit the same as being in good
 health? The most widely used definition for health is that put forth by the World Health
 Organization: "Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely
 the absence of disease or infirmity" (World Health Organization, 1948, "Preamble to the
 Constitution"). If physical fitness is equivalent to health, it stands to reason that the most athletic
 among us also would be the most free of disease and infirmity and would experience the highest
 levels of physical, mental, and social well-being. However, as explained in subsequent sections of
 this article, research indicates that neither of those claims is quite true: Strenuous PA, while
 increasing one's level of physical fitness, can actually diminish aspects of health, as defined by
 World Health Organization.

Lighter Exercise and Reduced Mortality Rates

Although being physically active as compared to being sedentary significantly reduces all-cause
 mortality (Löllgen, Böckenhoff, & Knapp, 2009), overdoing it may reduce or even eliminate that
 advantage. In a recent study, those who did light (nonstrenuous) and infrequent (about 3 days a
 week) jogging had a significantly lower all-cause mortality rate than those who were sedentary and
 those who exercised more, with the group that did the most strenuous jogging having a mortality
 rate comparable to that of the sedentary group (Schnohr, O'Keefe, Marott, Lange, & Jensen, 2015).
 Although more research on overexercising certainly should be done, such studies help dispel the
 illusion that more PA is always better, and they reveal the confusion that can result from equating
 physical fitness with better health. Extension professionals would do well to keep recommending PA
 and incorporating it in their community programs but perhaps should avoid recommending PA that
 is too strenuous. In fact, it may be easier to motivate people to become physically active with this
 knowledge; most members of the public may find light PA less painful and more enjoyable, so it is
 important to disseminate the knowledge that even a small amount is good—and that it may, in fact,
 be better for them than doing more.

Everything in Moderation: Cardiovascular Risks of Excessive
 Endurance Exercise

Most PA, including exercise intended to improve cardiovascular endurance, is generally low-risk and
 beneficial. However, too much endurance exercise can strain the heart and actually increase the risk
 of cardiovascular disease. This situation happens because our bodies adapt to meet our needs. If a
 much higher output of blood to the body is needed frequently, as in the case of marathon runners
 over many years, the heart can actually remodel itself to meet that need, causing enlargement that
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 can lead to potentially fatal arrhythmias. Also, long-term marathon runners have higher arterial
 plaque formation, leading to accelerated atherosclerosis that also increases the risk of
 cardiovascular disease (Patil et al., 2012). Although Extension professionals should not discourage
 endurance training, they should possess knowledge of the risks associated with it and perhaps
 advise that PA be done in moderation for optimal health.

Conclusions

Only light amounts of PA are necessary to reap rewards. In fact, performing lighter rather than more
 strenuous PA appears in many ways to be more beneficial to health, particularly as the World Health
 Organization defines it. Extension professionals should take this information into account when
 integrating PA in their community programs and advising the public on how much PA is appropriate
 to obtain or maintain optimal health. This message may have the added effect of motivating
 sedentary people who are currently daunted by the misperception that only strenuous exercise can
 significantly improve health—a smaller, more attainable goal, if shown to be just as beneficial to
 their health, may be precisely what they need to get started.
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